
PPE BUDGET
Personal Protective Equipment is wearable equipment that protect you against 
health or safety risks, while working. These items include safety footwear, 
harnesses, gloves, hard hats, and dual layer 100% memory foam insoles.

UNIFORM BUDGET
Make your uniform budget go further, by adding MEGAComfort 
insoles. Our insoles are designed to reduce pain and fatigue 
with every step. It's one piece of your employee's uniform that 
will keep them comfortable and productive at work.

HR BENEFITS
Whatever the goals of your HR Benefits budget 
include, they probably allow room for increasing 
the quality of life for your employees. Adding a 
pair of MEGAComfort insoles ensures that 
employees will experience less pain and fatigue 
on the job.

HEALTH &
SAFETY BUDGET
Reduce slips, trips, and falls and 
improve employee safety by adding 
MEGAComfort insoles to your health and 
safety budget. Our personal anti-fatigue 
mat insoles are clinically designed to 
include numerous health and safety 
benefits.

STARTER KIT
FOR NEW EMPLOYEES
What better way to welcome new employees, 
than to give them PPE that will truly make a 
di�erence in their lives! Providing new employees 
with MEGAComfort insoles ensures they start 
their employment o� on the right foot.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Give your employees the physical support they deserve. MEGAComfort 
insoles are clinically designed to reduce pain and fatigue and fit 
perfectly into health and wellness budgets.

REPLACE ANTI-FATIGUE MATTING
Worn out anti-fatigue matting can cause more harm than good. They can lead to slips, trips, 
and falls and only provide support to those standing on the mat. MEGAComfort insoles are 
the a�ordable replacement for matting, and they support wearers all day, wherever they go.
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7 WAYS MEGACOMFORT INSOLES
FIT INTO ANY BUDGET
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